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# 178 of April 28, 2015

Rector
İstanbul University
RE: Oxford Academic Union membership

Dear ,
My name is Mary Winger; I am the Coordinator and Event Manager of an organisation called the Oxford
Academic Union. I am contacting you today because our association is looking to expand its membership
opportunities.
The OAU is an international academic association of over 150 University Chancellors, Scientists and
Researchers. Each is a member of one of fifteen committees. The Memorandum for The Oxford Academic Union was
signed by Oxford Summit of Leaders ‘Science and Education’ participants on 13th October, 2014. The committees and
the Union as a whole pursue the ideals of Academic Excellence, innovation and accessibility and are committed to
disseminating these core values through its worldwide community.
To actively pursue these values the OAU organises events to universities, particularly emerging institutions,
and promote the opportunities for international student exchange. From the 25-27th March, 2015 the Oxford Academic
Union (OAU) and the Europe Business Assembly (EBA) held a visiting session to Near East University-a conference on
‘University Cities and Heath Tourism’.
Under the auspices of the Union of a number of projects have been developed. We take this chance to invite
you to sign up to the open international competition of professional achievements in Science and Education ‘Scientist
of the Year’. For detailed information visit: http://www.summitofleaders.co.uk/ru/about-competitions
The OAU also offers services in publishing that allow academics to publish in the UK. Our own journal; ‘The
Socrates Almanac’ (ISSN number 2053-4736) consolidates our member academics and institutions profiles to promote
the scientific research, ground breaking facilities and opportunities for international collaboration. View more detailed
information here: http://almanac.ebaoxford.co.uk/
We would like to express gratitude to you for your consistent activity in science, culture and education, which
leads to the enhancement of education in all spheres of human activity as well as the intellectual development of
modern society and invite you to join our academic society, The Oxford Academic Union (OAU).
Distinguished personalities representing regional science, education and businesses are to be acknowledged
for success in their profession at the ‘Excellence in Quality’ event held by the Europe Business Assembly on the 1st of
July, Fairmont Le Montreux Palace, Montreux, Switzerland. We are pleased to invite you to participate in the
forthcoming conference and award ceremony. Event details are attached.
In case you are unable to participate, there is also an option for the nomination attributes to be sent via a
post courier service to the indicated address.
Kind Regards,

Mary Winger
Coordinator, The Oxford Academic Union
coordinator@ebaoxford.co.uk
Phone/fax: +44 (0) 1865 251133
skype: winger.mary

